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No cure non regional
Surgery
RadioTherapy
SU+RT combined
Other (chemo)
No cure loco-regional

non curabili

presenza di organi a rischio impossibilità di intervenire 
chirurgicamente

Per il  18% dei tumori solidi localizzati non 
esiste attualmente una valido protocollo di cura

tumori radio-resistenti

Trattamenti tumori solidi in Europa (report EU 2000)

altro (chemio)
chirurgia + radioterapia
radioterapia

no cura (tumore localizzato)

Te
st

ochirurgia
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Adroterapia
Il trattamento con particelle cariche (protoni, 

ioni carbonio) consente un maggiore rilascio di 
energia sul tumore, minimizzando, allo stesso 

tempo, i danni arrecati ai tessuti sani circostanti 

!

Spread-out “Bragg-peak”

• “Bragg-peak” must be spread out over the tumour thickness.

– Overlapping of beams with different energy.

– Active energy variation from cycle to cycle (synchrotron) or passive (cyclotron). 

• Beam has to cover also complete tumour cross section

– Transverse scanning with pencil beam or scattering to large field size.

M. Benedikt Innovation Forum, CERN, 19. Jan. 2008

The Hadron Therapy
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Maximum energy 
density released at 
the Bragg peak

The Bragg peak position 
depends on the beam energy 

1. INTRODUCTION

The application of high-energy beams of heavy charged particles to radiotherapy was first 

considered  in 1946  when  Robert  R.  Wilson  investigated  the  depth-dose  characteristics  of 

proton beams [1]. Since more than twenty years irradiation with charged particles[2], mainly 

protons, has been introduced as an alternative  to  the  traditional  therapy  with  X  rays and in 

the last decade the use of  light ions (Z<10) beam has been introduced for the cancer treatment, 

in particular carbon ions with kinetic energy of ~300 MeV/nucleon.[3,4]

The  beam  made  of  protons  or  carbons  are 

particularly suited for radiotherapy due to their 

favorable  depth  profile  of  the  released  dose: 

their maximum energy density is released at the 

Bragg peak, at the end of their range, in contrast 

with X-rays or  !-rays,  which are absorbed by 

the body and show an exponential decrease in 

the  radiation  dose  with  increasing  tissue 

depth[5,6]. As  shown  in  Fig.1  this  dose 

deposition  pattern  can  be  very  effective  in 

killing  the  tumor  and  sparing  the  adjacent 

healthy tissues in comparison to the standard X 

ray  performance.  Since  the  Bragg  peak  for 

protons and light ions is very narrow, beams of 

different energies have to be superimposed to produce a spread-out Bragg peak (SOBP) that 

covers the whole tumor region. 

The carbon beams have reduced  lateral  scattering  of  carbons  compared  with  protons[7,8], 

which leads to a further improvement in the dose distribution to the target area. On the other 

hand the fragmentation of the carbon beam in the path to the tumor region deteriorates the 

beam  purity,  producing  long  range  lighter  fragments[9,10,11].  An  important  advantage  of 

carbon with respect to the proton is its enhanced radiobiological effects on tissues. The relative 

biological  effectiveness  of  charged  particles 

(RBE: ratio of X-ray and particle dose producing 

the same biological  effect[12])  increases   with 

the particle  ionization density,  or linear energy 

transfer.  For  carbon  beam  the   peak  of  RBE 

coincides  with  the  Bragg  maximum,  and  this 

synergy  gives  the  possibility  of  an  higher 

conformity  of  the  deposited  biological  dose 

(physical  dose  times  RBE)  to  the  tumor 

volume[13,14,15].  In  Fig.2  are  shown  the 

different shape of biological dose release for X 

rays and carbon on a clinical case. 

The  aforementioned  features  of  the  charged 

beam with energies between 200 MeV/nucleon 

and  400  MeV/nucleon  makes  this  tecnique  particularly  suited  to  give  an  effective  dose 

extremely conformal to the tumor region and to spare eventual organs at risk surrounding the 

treatment volume. 

The Particle Therapy Cooperative Group (PTCOG)[16] constantly monitors the centers and the 

patients  they treat.  According to their most recent update 20 centers in the world use high 

energy protons to treat deep tumors, and three use 12C ions. In total, about 5,000 patients have 

been treated with 12C ions, and 50,000 with protons. 

From the geographical point of view these centers are concentrated in Europe, United States, 

. Fig.1 Dose distribution for X rays, protons 
and carbons

. Fig. 2 Different dose distribution of X rays 
and carbon
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. Fig.1 Dose distribution for X rays, protons 
and carbons

. Fig. 2 Different dose distribution of X rays 
and carbon

Michela Marafini

[1] Michael Benedikt 

AB Department, CERN 

[1] 

Radiotherapy = irradiation of a tumor volume with 
one of more x-ray beam (typically) to deliver enough 

dose to the tissues and kill the cancer cells. 
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density released at 
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Spread Out Bragg Peak

La dose terapeutica è data dalla somma di diversi picchi di Bragg (SOBP) con 
differenti profondità 

La posizione del picco di Bragg  
dipende dall’energia  del fascio
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SOPB

Pencil beam

Pencil beamSarà compito del TPS dare il corretto set di 
pencil beam con la corrispondente fluenza

Pencil beam

Sarà compito del TPS dare il corretto set di 
pencil beam con la corrispondente fluenza

Muovendo il fascio di protoni o di ioni con due magneti di 
deflessione e cambiando l’energia si possono trattare tutte le 

regioni tumorali 

Sarà compito del piano di trattamento dare il 
corretto set di pencil beam con la corrispondente 

fluenza
fluenza =

nparticelle

superficie
fluenza =

nparticelle

superficie

bipolar magnets

first magnet 
orizontal scan 

x

second magnet 
vertical scan	


 y

tumor

last slice 
minimum 
energy first slice 

maximum 
energy

Ei �



Piani di trattamento:TPS
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• determinazione della direzioni dei fasci 

• modello del trasporto e delle interazioni della radiazione 

• calcolo di distribuzione della dose 

• valutazione dell’efficacia biologica 

I TPS standard devono introdurre notevoli 
approssimazioni e semplificazioni

Problema

!

TPS

Proposta
Simulazioni con 

codici Monte 
Carlo

•  migliore descrizione processi fisici 

•  geometria  corpo umano da immagini TC 

•  assegnare ai tessuti la corretta densità          
•  possibilità di inglobare un modello radiobiologico 



TPS con codici Monte Carlo

No routine TPSTempi computazionali lunghi
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ad ogni voxel è associata una 
locazione di memoria

CT info ne(x,y,z)

prescrizione 
medica:tumore,organi a 

rischio

MC 
+ 

 ottimizzatore

set pencil beam 
ΔE vs Ebeam,x,y,z

database radiobiologico 
vs Ebeam,ΔE,x,y,z

fluenza per ogni pencil beam

TPS



Ambito sviluppo tesi

Gruppo INFN/CERN Fluka	

software basato su codice MC

Fred	

software fast MC

Facoltà di Ingegneria - SBAI	

+

CNAO
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PB2

Fluka

Ottimizzatoreno routine 
TPS finale

PB0
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Innovazione: fast MC + ottimizzatore

Ottimizzatore+

PB1

Fred

PB1

+
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Software Fred
Parametri principali:

• risoluzione spaziale (suddivisione e dimensione dei voxel) 

• numero di primari tracciati per pencil beam  

• energia cinetica di ingresso  

• tipo di particella 

• dimensioni trasversali di ciascun pencil beam 

• direzione e numero dei campi di irradiazione  

Fred: 
Parametri 

Te
TT

Test

Test
Te
Te

Testo



Validazione fast MC/Fluka
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fluka con reazioni nucleari
fred
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Fluka con reazioni nucleari
Fred
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Calibrazione Fred-CNAO
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• sistema di monitoraggio del fascio per controllare la posizione 

     nel piano trasverso del fascio stesso;  

• finestra di kapton dello spessore di circa 300 µm per isolare il vuoto  

     spinto all’interno dell’acceleratore;  

• un metro d’aria (distanza tra paziente e uscita del fascio)  

offset medio calibrato 
con Fred = 3.5 mm

Test Testo o

90 MeV/u



Introduzione di un elemento del fascio: 
ripple filter

Figure 1. Beam delivery system including the scanning magnets , monitoring system and the ripple
filter

With a synchrotron accelerator at each cycle the beam is ramped to a given energy. Typically
a cycle lasts a few seconds and during the cycle the energy of the extracted beam is fixed. On the
other hand with a cyclotron the Bragg peak can be displaced by degrading the beam energy with
absorbers of diÆerent thicknesses. The energy changeover is then obtained with a mechanical
operation which is timewise much shorter than a synchrotron cycle. Being the cyclotron a
continuous machine the time required to perform the full treatment is almost independent on
the number of energy switches.

With a synchrotron accelerator, even if it is possible to provide any number of kinetic energies,
the constraint on the treatment time forces to reduce the number of energy steps. The problem
is then to deliver a uniform longitudinal dose within specification with a small number of energy
steps. This is especially true at the beginning of the accelerator operations when one has to deal
with a limited set of available energies. The request can be satisfied by broadening longitudinally
the peak of the Bragg curve with a ripple filter see ([ii,iii,iv]).

The idea of a ripple filter consists in defining a transfer function that, once applied to
the hadron beams, favors a small spread around the Bragg peak and preserves a gaussian
approximation of the shape near the maximum of the Bragg curve.

In this work it is reported the design and the simulation of the ripple filters for the beam
delivery lines (BDL) of the CNAO (Centro Nazionale di Adroterapia Oncologica), which is
located in Pavia, Italy. We discuss two applications: the first one is dedicated to proton beams
and the second one is for carbon ion beams.

2. Monte Carlo beam delivery simulation

The beam has been simulated from the vacuum before the exit window ( figure 1), through the
BDL, and up to the water tank phantom. The BDL is composed by the monitoring system and
the ripple filter. The monitoring system consists of an ensemble of ionization chambers with an
equivalent water thickness of 1.1 mm. The ripple filter is placed right in front of the water tank
at a distance of 50 cm from the isocenter.

The Monte Carlo simulation is implemented with Geant4.7.2[i] and it is linked to Root
interface[i] which provides also an online follow-up of the events generated during the simulation.
Parent particles are followed along the path as the energy degrades both for Coulomb and nuclear
scattering up to the stopping point. Daughter particles, produced by fragmentation processes,
are followed as well. Originally the goal of the simulations was the study of the eÆect of the
monitoring system and of the ripple filter on the therapeutic beams mainly concerning the
geometrical parameter of beam. We simulated both proton and carbon ion beams and we check
for both beams the 3D distribution of deposited dose in a water tank. In this paper we discuss
only the impact of the ripple filter.

2

La forma del picco di Bragg risultante dall’attraversamento del filtro è 
strettamente dipendente dallo scattering che influenza la distribuzione spaziale 

finale della perdita di energia del fascio 

 Elemento passivo inserito nel sistema di trasporto del fascio per allargare il picco di 
Bragg specialmente alle energie più basse ed inviare così una dose più omogenea al 

paziente
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Figure 2.11: Layout of the ripple filter (left) and detailed design of the shape
of the grooves defined by Weber [61] and used for carbon ions at GSI.

Beam monitors and dose control system

The control of the dose distribution and of the absolute dose delivered
with a scanned beam needs quite a di↵erent approach to beam mo-
nitoring and dosimetry than that using conventional passive scattering
methods. With scanning the delivered dose cannot be controlled on the
basis of dose rate measurements, since for defining the dose at a point
we need to collect the detector signal until the end of the scan. The
dose shaping is not done using collimators; the proper characte-rization
of the actual physical pencil beam is therefore of primordial importance
for the precision of the result [52]. The beam monito-ring system is one
of the most crucial components of the dynamic spot scanning technique
and it has to be precise, fast, stable, and with high gain.

2.4 State of the art for the Scanning Systems

Until recently, proton scanning technology has only been available at
Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI), in Switzerland. The spot scanning beam
at PSI moves only along the lateral direction and is combined with
a moving couch (Appendix A). Recently, the clinical characterization
of a proton beam continuous uniform scanning system at the Indiana
University cyclotron at the Midwest Proton Research Institute (MPRI)
in Bloomington, IN, has been described [22]. The MPRI system uses
scanning magnets and a range modulator to obtain a uniform field la-
terally and spread out Bragg peak (SOBP) in depth. The shaping of
the beam is achieved using patient specific apertures and range com-
pensators.
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Risultati ripple filter: protoni
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70 
MeV/u

160 
MeV/u

200 
MeV/u

no RF 0.4 cm 1.3 cm 1.8 cm

RF 0.8 cm 1.5 cm 2 cm

La FWHM raddoppia a 
basse energie (meno 
materia          meno 

scattering)

giovedì 10 gennaio 13

no ripple filter

ripple 

Effetto ripple filter 
su SOBP 

ottimizzato



Dj(n) =
X

i2PB

di,j · ni

Fattore di Guadagno
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G =
Neventifinali

Neventiiniziali

Guadagno del 24% su tumore di 3x3x3 

Guadagno del 40% su tumore di 5x5x5 

cm3

cm3

 fattore di scalatura applicato al numero di eventi da simulare con Fluka che tenga conto del 
rilascio di dose (di,j) relativo al peso (ni) di ogni pencil beam

Normativa ICRU su Dj
�Dj

Dj
= 3%



Conclusioni e sviluppi futuri

Implementazione Fred               
•  processi nucleari 
•  frammentazione secondaria  
•  database radiobiologico

Interfaccia Fred - Ottimizzatore           più campi di irradiazione
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Sviluppi Futuri

Verificata efficacia Fred come preprocessore di Fluka

     Guadagno CPU              riduzione tempi e costi

Risultati finali

12C


